
 

Stretcher (DVD & Gimmicks) by Jay Sankey

Shocking magic with a BORROWED item!

Easy to do + extremely visual!

Works with any tab from a can of soda or beer!

Effect:
The magician asks someone to snap off the tab from a can of soda or beer. The
performer then holds the borrowed tab at the tips of his fingers and slowly,
impossibly, STRETCHES the tab to an insane length!

The impossibly stretched tab can even be closely examined!

To finish, the stretched tab is visually shrunk back down to its regular size and
the magician shows his hands completely empty!

Comes complete with 127-minute DVD + specially-machined gimmicks

FEATURES 15 AWESOME BONUS EFFECTS including restorations,
transformations, appearances, vanishes, links, penetrations, transpositions, even
a levitation!

1.SPACED OUT
Mysteriously slide the opening from the top of the can, and permanently 'relocate'
the opening on the SIDE of the can! Then hand out the can to be examined!

2.TIN + BONES
A jaw-dropping, 3-phase transposition effect with two playing cards and a soda
can. At the end, one of the cards vanishes and appears INSIDE THE CAN!

3.STRING THEORY
Learn the devious secrets to linking a soda tab onto a loop of string just tied by
the spectator!

4.INCEPTION
Cause a borrowed and marked coin to magically appear inside a can of beer or
soda!
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5.CRUNCH TIME
Inexplicably SMASH an empty soda can down through a table top, and crunch it
into a 'squashed' can at the same time!

6.RECONNECTION
Borrow a can, snap off the tab, and a moment later immediately reconnect the
tab and hand out the can!

7.CLIMBER
This looks crazy. 'Gather' a little bit of soda or beer in the bottom of a plastic
drinking straw. Then -just by giving the straw a little shake- the liquid flows UP
the straw! (And yes, you can hand out the straw to beexamined.)

8.UNSTABBED
After undeniably piercing the side of a can with a wooden stirstick, the magician
makes the hole disappear with the 'healing power of his touch!'

9.HEIST
An extremely practical and powerful transposition between a coin and a soda tab.

10.COLD CASH
How many mentalism effects do you know involving a can of soda or beer?Well,
now you know one!

11.RE:FILL
What makes 'more sense' than a magician being able to inexplicably refill and
empty can of soda? Jay shares two inspired handlings for this awesome effect,
one for close-up, and one for stand-up!

12.TEMPORARY INSANITY
This deception with a plastic straw and a soda tab is so darn sneaky, Jay has
used it to fool many experienced magicians!

13.BREAK + ENTER
Jay takes his original 'Heist' effect to a whole new level. Two coins change places
inside a soda can, even though one of the coins is too large to even fit through
the opening of the can!
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14.PIERCING
Snap off the tab from a can of beer, and then magically push the tab through the
side of the can. Then do it again. And again!

15.SOLE FOOD
Producing a full can of soda from inside your shoe is a great way to astound your
friends, family, anyone!

Soda and beer cans are EVERYWHERE. They are the perfect 'ordinary' magic
prop.

The 'Uncanny Collection' features an amazing variety effects bound to inspire
your own creativity, and provide you with many mind-bending effects you're going
to be excited to start performing right away.
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